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ABSTRACT

We describe a new approach to glucose sensing using polarization measurements in the presence of a stretch-
oriented reference film. The method relies on measurement of the polarized emission from the reference film
and of a fluorophore which changes intensity in response to glucose. A glucose-sensitive fluorescent signal
was provided by the glucose/galactose binding protein from E. coli. This protein was labeled with an envi-
ronmentally sensitive fluorophore at a single genetically inserted cysteine residue, and displayed decreased
fluorescence upon glucose binding. Using the protein and the reference film we observed glucose-sensitive
polarization values for micromolar glucose concentrations. This method of polarization-based sensing is
generic and can be used for any sensing fluorophore which displays a change in intensity. In principle, one
can construct simple and economical devices for this type of glucose measurement. © 1999 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. [S1083-3668(99)01204-6]
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the past several years we have seen the
rapid introduction of new methods of fluorescence
sensing.1–3 These methods include the use of time-
resolved fluorescence for sensing,4–6 the develop-
ment of red and near infrared probes,7,8 and the
introduction of long lifetime transition metal
complexes.9–11 Within the past year there have been
several reports describing the use of reference fluo-
rophores in sensor design. The basic idea is to use
the reference to provide a constant internal stan-
dard, and to eliminate the dependence on the total
intensity. In such sensors one measures the com-
bined emission from the reference and of an
analyte-sensitive fluorophore. This approach has
been used with a long lifetime metal-ligand com-
plex as the reference for sensing of pH and
pCO2.

12,13 We used a similar reference with low fre-
quency modulation measurements to develop sen-
sors for pH, calcium, and glucose.14–16

The approaches described above for combined
sensors are based on phase-modulation fluorom-
etry, and thus require an amplitude-modulated
light source. To further simplify the design and
construction of sensors we recently reported the de-
velopment of anisotropy-based sensing.17,18 Anisot-
ropy measurements have previously been de-
scribed for metal ion sensing.19,20 In these
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reports19,20 the sensing mechanism relied on the
presence of a change in the anisotropy of the
sample in response to the analyte. While this may
seem to be a requirement for sensing, our approach
to anisotropy-based sensing does not depend on
anisotropy changes in the sample. Instead, we mea-
sure the combined emission from a polarized refer-
ence film and of the analyte-sensitive sample. The
sample and optical conditions are such that the
emission from the sample has an apparent polariza-
tion of 0 or −1, the latter value due to a horizontally
oriented polarizer. A change in the intensity of the
analyte-sensitive fluorophore results in a change in
polarization of the combined emission. For clarity,
we note the anisotropy and polarization are two
measures of the same phenomena. In the present
report we demonstrate the validity of this approach
using samples of varying intensity, demonstrating
the functional behavior of a polarization sensor. We
then demonstrate glucose sensing using the
glucose-galactose binding protein from E. coli,
which when suitably labeled is known to display
glucose-dependent changes in intensity.14,21

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 POLARIZATION SENSOR DESIGN

All experiments were performed using the appara-
tus shown in Scheme I. The sensor was contained
within the T-format optical module of a SLM 8000
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spectrofluorometer. Two light sources were used.

Scheme I. Experimental setup for anisotropy-based sensing with
separate excitation of the sample and polarized reference. The
reference excitation at 380 nm was isolated from a xenon arc
lamp using a monochromator. The sample excitation centered at
390 nm was isolated from a UV hand lamp.

The sample was excited using a UV hand lamp
with a filter to select wavelengths below 390 nm.
The reference film was excited using the monochro-
mator output from the SLM 8000 instrument, repo-
sitioned for front face excitation using mirrors. The
combined emission of the sample and reference
film was observed from the front surface of the sen-
sor.

Several features of the sensor are worthy of de-
tailed explanation. There is a polarizer (P'& in the
perpendicular orientation distal from the sample
and sample excitation source. This polarization in-
sures that the emission from the sample contributes
only to the perpendicular total intensity (see Theory
below). Because of this polarizer there is no need
for the sensing fluorophore to display polarized
emission, or a change in polarization in response to
the analyte. A change in sample intensity results in
a change in perpendicular sample intensity (I'

S , top
of Scheme I), and thus a change in the polarization
measured for the combined emission. The use of
this polarizer also allows for a wide range of polar-
ization values (+1 to −1).
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The reference signal is provided by a stretched
film of Hoechst 33342 (HOE) in polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) film. When stretched the elongated HOE
molecules are aligned along the stretching axis.
Such film displays polarized emission even when
excited with unpolarized light. Hence there is no
need for a polarizer in front of the excitation source
for the reference film.

While the presently used configuration may seem
complex (Scheme I), it was ideally suited for these
initial experiments to develop polarization-based
sensing. The relative intensities of the reference film
and of the sample could be adjusted by attenuating
either of the excitation sources. This adjustability
was important because the glucose-sensitive pro-
tein displays less than a twofold change in intensity
in response to glucose.14 Optimal changes in the po-
larization required adjustment of the relative
sample and reference intensities. In future reports
we will consider alternative optical configurations
for polarization sensing. However, the use of two
excitation sources does not seem limiting with
modern solid state sources, such as light emitting
diodes, laser diodes, or electroluminescent devices.
In any event, it is clear that similar results could
have been obtained with a single light source.

2.2 REFERENCE FILM

Hoechst 33342 was obtained from Molecular
Probes, Inc. Polyvinyl alcohol films were prepared
according to published procedures.22,23 The process
consists of dissolving the PVA in water and poly-
merizing at ;360 °K. HOE in methanol was added
to a 10%–15% aqueous solution of polyvinyl alco-
hol. The HOE containing PVA solution was then
cast on a plate, and dried over the period of several
days in dust-free atmosphere. The PVA films were
stretched at about 350 °K up to sixfold to orient the
HOE molecules. The stretching ratio (RS) is defined
as the axial ratio a/b of an ellipse which is formed
when stretching an imaginary circle in the unori-
ented film.23 The volume of the circle or ellipse is
assumed to be conserved. Under these conditions

RS5N3/2, (1)

where N is the physical fold of the stretch.

2.3 SAMPLE PREPARATION

Human serum albumin (HSA) was obtained from
Sigma, Inc., and used without further purification.
The HSA concentration was 3.3 mg/ml or 5
31025 M. Solutions of 8-aniline-4-naththa-
lenesulfonic acid (ANS) was also obtained from
Sigma, Inc., and its concentration determined using
e(372 nm)57800 M21 cm−1. Solutions of HSA and
ANS were in 0.05 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.

The glucose assay was accomplished using the
glucose/galactose binding protein from E. Coli. We
used a mutant which contained a single cysteine
residue at position 26.14 This position was labeled
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with 2-(48 - iodoacetamidoanilino)naphthalene-6-
sulfonic acid (I-ANS) from Molecular Probes, Inc.
The labeled protein was purified as described
previously,14 and dissolved in 20 mM phosphate,
pH 7.0.

3 THEORY

At first glance it may appear that the theory de-
scribing the polarization values from the apparatus
in Scheme I would be complex. However, the range
of polarization values, and factors which affect the
polarization, can be readily explained by some
simple considerations. The polarization of the com-
bined emission from the sample and reference is
given by

P5
I i

T2I'
T

I i
T1I'

T , (2)

where the superscript T indicates the sum of the
intensities from the sample and reference. The sub-
scripts indicate the parallel (i) and perpendicular
(') components of the emission. The total parallel
intensity is given by

I i
T5I i

R1I i
S , (3)

where the superscripts R and S refer to the refer-
ence film and sample, respectively. Similarly

I'
T 5I'

R1I'
S . (4)

Each intensity depends on a number of factors, in-
cluding the excitation intensity, probe concentra-
tion, filter transmission, polarizer efficiency, quan-
tum yield, observation wavelength, and the
intensity of each light source. For simplicity we
chose not to explicitly indicate these multiple fac-
tors.

The use of a polarizer (P') in front of the sample
(K) results in elimination of the vertical component,
so that I i

T5I i
R . Substitution of Eqs. (3) and (4) into

the definition of polarization [Eq. (2)] yields

P5
I i

R2I'
R2I'

S

I i
R1I'

R1I'
S . (5)

The measured polarization depends on the relative
intensity of the sample to that of the reference film.
If the sample fluorescence is zero then the polariza-
tion is given by

P5
I i

R2I'
R

I i
R1I'

R 5PR , (6)

which is that found for the reference film (PR). If
the observed intensity is dominated by the sample
emission, then the polarization approaches a value
of −1
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P5
2I'

S

I'
S 521. (7)

The reference films typically display polarization
values near 0.8. Hence one may expect a wide range
of polarization values for this sensor configuration.

Using Eq. (5) one can readily imagine how the
measured spectral properties of the reference and
sample would affect the observed polarization. For
instance, increasing the intensity of the reference
film will shift the polarization value towards PR .
Similarly, increasing the intensity of the sample, or
of the sample excitation intensity, will shift the po-
larization value towards −1. Selection of the obser-
vation conditions to select the sample emission
with greater efficiency than the film emission
would also shift the polarization towards −1. The
configuration shown in Scheme I is highly versatile,
allowing adjustment for the optical properties of
the light sources, filters, samples, and reference
films.

4 RESULTS

4.1 REFERENCE FILM

Prior to demonstrating the possibility of polariza-
tion sensing, it is valuable to understand the prop-
erties of the HOE/PVA film. Absorption and emis-
sion spectra of the stretched films are shown in
Figure 1. Hoechst 33342 displays a good Stokes’
shift, which results in minimal loss of polarization
due to homo resonance energy transfer. Hence, the
concentration of HOE in the film can be larger than
practical for dyes like fluorescein which display a
smaller Stokes’ shift. The anisotropy is high in the
PVA film because the HOE molecules are immobile
during the excited state lifetime in this viscous me-
dia. The anisotropy is mostly constant across the
long wavelength absorption band and the emission
spectrum, providing a high anisotropy at all useful

Fig. 1 Absorption, fluorescence, and polarization spectra of the
reference fluorophore—Hoechst 33342 in an unoriented PVA film.
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wavelengths. And finally, the excitation and emis-
sion spectra of the film are comparable to those
needed for the ANS-labeled protein.

While Hoechst 33342 in the unoriented film could
be used as the reference, we chose to obtain a
higher anisotropy using a stretched film. The effect
of stretching on the steady state anisotropy is
shown in Figure 2. A stretching ratio of 12 results in
an anisotropy near 0.85 when using vertically po-
larized excitation. An important property of the
stretched films is that they provide highly polarized
emission even when excited with unpolarized light.
This is shown in Figure 2 for the excitation polar-
ization oriented at 45°, which is equivalent to exci-
tation with unpolarized light. Prior to stretching,
the anisotropy values with 45° excitation are one-
half of that found with vertically polarized light,
which is the result expected from theory.24 As the
film is stretched the anisotropy with unpolarized
excitation increases rapidly, and approaches the
values found with polarized excitation. This effect
occurs because the electronic transitions are ori-
ented along the stretching axis. The orientation pro-
vides the same effect as the polarizer, to orient the
emission dipoles vertically in the laboratory axis.

4.2 POLARIZATION SENSING OF ANS
CONCENTRATIONS

We examined the properties of our polarization
sensor (Scheme I) using solutions of ANS bound to
human serum albumin. It is well known that the
fluorescence intensity of ANS increases upon bind-
ing to proteins. The HSA concentration was main-
tained at a high constant concentration of 0.05 mM
to insure that all the ANS remained bound to the
protein.

Emission spectra of the HOE/PVA film alone,
ANS-HSA alone, and of the combined sample are
shown in Figure 3 (top). The emission maximum of
ANS-HSA is at a longer wavelength than HOE/
PVA. This results in a shift of the emission maxima

Fig. 2 Dependence of the fluorescence anisotropy of Hoechst
33342 in PVA on the stretching ratio RS5N3/2, where N is the
physical fold of the stretch (see Ref. 23).
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for the combined emission as the ANS-HSA con-
centration increases (Figure 3, bottom).

We measured the emission wavelength-
dependent polarization for the combined emission
from the reference film and ANS-HSA (Figure 4).
The polarization decreases for increasing concentra-
tions of ANS-HSA. Also, the polarization decreases
most dramatically on the long wavelength side of
the emission, which is predominantly due to ANS-
HSA. The polarization remains high at shorter

Fig. 3 Fluorescence spectra of the reference film HOE/PVA, the
probe ANS-HSA, 8 mM ANS, and the total emission (top). The
lower panel shows the combined emission spectra for HOE/PVA
and various concentrations of ANS at a constant concentration of
HSA.

Fig. 4 Dependence of the polarization of the combined emission
of HOE/PVA and ANS-HSA on observation wavelength.
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constant near 0.8 mM,20,37 and has already been
used to measure micromolar glucose concentra-
tions.14,21 This was accomplished by introducing a
single cysteine residue into the sequence, and label-
ing this residue with an environmentally sensitive
fluorophore.

In our use of GGBP the single cysteine residue
was introduced at position 26, which was then la-
beled with I-ANS (ANS-Q26C GGBP). The emission
intensity of the labeled protein is known to de-
crease by 50% upon binding glucose.14 Addition of
glucose results in a decreased intensity from the co-
valently bound ANS. This decrease has been inter-
preted as due to displacement of the ANS from a
moderately hydrophobic site upon binding of glu-
cose to GGBP. This results in a decrease in the in-
tensity of ANS, which is known to be quenched in
aqueous environments.

Because of this modest intensity change it is im-
portant to carefully balance the relative intensities
from the labeled protein and the reference film in
order to obtain the maximal possible change in po-
larization. This is an advantage of the configuration
shown in Scheme I, the relative intensities can be
adjusted without repeated changes of the Hoechst
33342 or protein concentration. The emission spec-
tra shown in the top panel of Figure 6 illustrate that
the intensities from the film and protein are of com-
parable intensity. These individual spectra were re-
corded by using just one of the excitation sources.
When both sources are used, the emission maxi-
mum for the mixed emission is between the emis-
sion maxima of the film and protein, demonstrating
that both contribute to the emission.

Fig. 6 Top: Fluorescence spectra of the reference (HOE/PVA), glu-
cose sensor ANS-Q26C, and combined fluorescence of both
(thicker line). Bottom: Glucose dependent total fluorescence of
HOE/PVA and ANS-Q26 GGBP.
wavelengths because the emission at these wave-
lengths is dominantly due to the HOE/PVA film.

It is important to notice that the range of polar-
ization values is very large, from 0.8 to −0.2. This
large range is due to the high polarization of the
reference film, and to the use of a perpendicular
polarizer after the sample (Scheme I). This polarizer
results in the sample contributing a negative polar-
ization of −1 to the combined emission. Hence, one
can expect the polarization to reach still lower val-
ues for higher concentrations of ANS.

We used the wavelength-dependent polarization
values of 470 nm to develop a calibration curve for
the ANS concentration (Figure 5). The polarization
decreases as the concentration of ANS-HSA in-
creases. Polarization values can easily be measured
to 60.01, which indicates the ANS concentration
will be accurate to 60.1 mM, or one part in 80.
Hence, for sensors which display large changes in
intensity due to the analyte, one can expect a high
accuracy close to 61%.

4.3 POLARIZATION SENSING OF GLUCOSE

Measurement of glucose is of widespread interest
in the health care of diabetics. This is because there
are long-term adverse health consequences of el-
evated blood glucose levels. A wide range of tech-
nologies have been used in attempts to develop
more convenient and/or less invasive methods to
measure blood glucose. The methods include near-
infrared spectroscopy,25–27 optical rotation,28,29

colorimetric30,31 and fluorescence detection.32–34 In
spite of these extensive efforts there remains the
need for minimally invasive methods to measure
blood glucose. Our own efforts are focused on
methods to detect the low glucose concentrations
which are known to be present in interstitial
fluid.35,36

Our approach to glucose sensing is to use the
glucose/galactose binding protein (GGBP) from E.
coli. This protein binds glucose with a dissociation

Fig. 5 Calibration curve for a polarization assay for the concen-
tration of ANS-HSA.
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Emission spectra of the combined emission are
shown in the lower panel of Figure 6. For the com-
bined emission the glucose-dependent change is
smaller, which is due to the constant intensity from
the reference film. The change in emission maxi-
mum with changing glucose concentrations demon-
strated that both the film and the protein contribute
to the measured emission.

Since the reference film and labeled protein do
not show the same emission maxima, the polariza-
tion should depend on the observation wavelength.
Such a dependence was observed, with the polar-
ization decreasing at longer wavelengths (Figure 7).
We used these changes to develop a calibration
curve for glucose (Figure 8). The polarization in-
creases with increasing glucose concentration due
to the decreasing intensity of ANS-Q26C GGBP
with increasing amounts of glucose, and the in-
creased relative contribution of the HOE/PVA film
to the total emission. Based on polarization values
accurate to 60.01, one can expect an accuracy of
60.2 mM in the glucose concentration. In the future

Fig. 7 Dependence of polarization of the glucose-dependent total
emission on observation wavelength.

Fig. 8 Polarization based glucose sensing.
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we hope to obtain labeled derivatives of GGBP
which display larger changes in intensity, which
would provide higher accuracy in the glucose con-
centrations. In the present case the emission from
the reference film was dominant, and became even
more dominate as the glucose concentration in-
creased. One could probably obtain a wider range
of polarization values by selecting the initial inten-
sities of the reference and sensing fluorophores to
be optimal for a known intensity change due to the
analyte.

5 DISCUSSION

Chemical sensing based on polarization seems to
have favorable properties for real-world applica-
tions. One advantage is that polarization measure-
ments are intrinsically ratiometric. Also, only
steady state measurements are needed. Another ad-
vantage is that a wide range of polarization values
are possible, from 1.0 to −1.0 when using an ori-
ented reference film and a perpendicular polarizer
in front of the sensor.

Polarization sensing can be used with any sens-
ing fluorophores which display a change in inten-
sity, eliminating the need for ratiometric fluoro-
phores. This can be especially advantageous for
sensing of species such as chloride, oxygen, so-
dium, or potassium, for which the sensing fluoro-
phores display little if any spectral shift.

With regards to glucose sensing, one can imagine
a number of future possibilities. Changes in the
amino acid sequence of GGBP can be used to
modify the binding constant to the desired concen-
tration range. If needed, more than one GGBP
could be used to cover an extended range of glu-
cose concentrations. In summary, our method of
polarization sensing is rather generic, and can be
used for a range of analytes.

While polarization sensing has many advantages,
it is important to consider the potential problems.
The analyte calibration curve depends on the rela-
tive intensities of the sample and reference fluoro-
phores. Hence these concentrations must be care-
fully controlled in any device. The use of proximity
focusing and a single light source should minimize
these difficulties.

Another potential problem is using this method
with turbid or absorbing solutions, which could
change the measured intensity from the sensing
fluorophore. In such cases it would be preferable to
use a semipermeable membrane which allows the
analyte to diffuse to the sensing fluorophore but
which restricts the migration of interfering compo-
nents in the sample. Nonetheless, it appears that
polarization sensing of glucose can be accom-
plished with good reliability using the principles of
polarization sensing.
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